Abstract-Individual commits to a version control system are automatically characterized based on the stereotypes of added and deleted methods.
INTRODUCTION
Version control systems, such as Subversion, CVS, Git, MS Visual SourceSafe, and Mercurial, are standard tools to help manage changes to artifacts during the development and maintenance of software systems. As changes to the system are made, a new version is saved as a commit and stored by the version control system. This new version can be compared to previous versions (using tools such as diff) to determine what changed. These changes may be quite simple, such as fixing a spelling error in a comment, or quite complex, such as adding a new feature to the system.
Error correction (Le., bug fixing) normally involves only small changes, whereas adding new features or altering the design of a system typically requires the addition and/or removal of classes or methods. This latter class of changes often has broader implications to developers, testing plans, and project management. Here we focus on changes (more specifically commits) that alter the design of a system.
Furthermore, we want to better understand the types of different design changes taking place in a given commit and across the evolution of a system. The work presented here proposes a means to categorize commits that impact the design of a software system. 
A. Commit Signature
The idea of a system signature was introduced in [5] where the distribution of stereotypes for one open source system was examined. That study demonstrated that distributions of method stereotypes are potentially good indicators of system design. Here we apply a similar concept to commits to better understand design changes.
As a distribution of method stereotypes for the methods that are added/deleted in a commit, a commit signature provides us with a heuristic of the structural complexity of the changes occurring in a commit.
From the commit signature we can infer information of system changes and specifically whether the system gains more structural, Modifier if it has a large number of degenerate methods.
A Degenerate Modifier commit includes a degenerate, incidental, or empty method. If a commit contains even one degenerate method it means that adding a new feature is planned. As a maintainer we would like to know when exactly in the evolution history this will occur and how this method is changed (if at all).
A Small Modifier commit has only one or two methods and does not change the system significantly.
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With a definition of commit types based on the commit signature, we can automatically reverse engineer the commit type. To do so we perform the following steps:
Recover design changes from the code changes of commit by the srcTracer tool [6] .
Extract added/deleted methods per commit from the design changes.
Identify commit signature for the extracted methods with the Stereo Code tool [4] .
Identify a commit type by applying rules on the commit signature. What is the distribution of commit types?
The data showed that the majority of the commits (96.5% to 99.5%) fit into at least one of the commit types and all commit types occur in all of these systems. Based on the distribution of the commit types we observed some similarities and differences between the systems. The data showed that the frequency and distribution of commit types across a system reflected an implementation of particular design decisions, underlying architecture, and good/bad design changes.
We also obtained an initial result concerning the correlation between the commit type and maintenance type (e.g., bug fix, feature addition, refactoring). However, further investigation is required to formulate any type of a broader conclusion. Demonstrating that a mapping exists between a given commit type(s) and a maintenance type(s) would be concrete evidence for the usefulness of the approach.
V. RELATED WORK
Automatic classification of large changes in software systems into various categories of maintenance tasks using machine learning techniques is given in [2] . Hattori and Lanza [10] propose commit classification with respect to the size that is based on the number of files. Additionally, they classify commits by the types of development and maintenance activities based on the content of the comments.
D' Ambros et al. [11] present an approach to visualize changes at different levels and allow a user to comment the commit. Evolution of the object-oriented software system at a coarse-grained level is analyzed in [12] . Design patterns at the class-level are investigated in [13] to find common patterns across projects or releases. Analysis of changes at the method-level is performed in [14] . We have yet to demonstrate that labeling commits with this categorization actually improves the understanding of the changes occurring, and we are currently designing an experimental study to test the hypothesis and usefulness of the approach.
